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the verdict of $5,000.00 against the judgment in favor of Dr. Rowland in the amount of $5,580.35. It is

my opinion that the majority has ignored the facts of this case and has extended the doctrine of offset to
a case where it should not apply. The only issue in this case was the liability of the defendants to the
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present invention relates to a new and

distinct cultivar of Hellebore, botanically
known as Helleborus

purpurascens×Helleborus argutifolius and
hereinafter referred to by the name ‘COSEH
6406’. The new Hellebore is a product of a

planned breeding program conducted by the
Inventor in Yellow House, Queensland,
Australia. The objective of the breeding

program was to create new compact
Hellebores with unique leaf coloration. The

new Hellebore originated from a cross-
pollination made by the Inventor during the

summer of 2003 in Yellow House,
Queensland, Australia, of a proprietary
selection of Helleborus purpurascens
identified as code number IP-70, not
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patented, as the female, or seed, parent with
a proprietary selection of Helleborus

argutifolius identified as code number IP-17,
not patented, as the male, or pollen, parent.

The new Hellebore was discovered and
selected by the Inventor as a single

flowering plant from within the progeny of
the stated cross-pollination in a controlled
environment in Yellow House, Queensland,

Australia in September, 2004. Asexual
reproduction of the new Hellebore by

divisions and tissue culture in a controlled
environment in Angers, France, since July,

2005, has shown that the unique features of
this new Hellebore are stable and

reproduced true to type in successive
generations.from gui.dialog.BookingDialog

import BookingDialog
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